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Abstract. In this philosophical paper, I discuss and illustrate the necessary 

three ingredients which together could allow a collective phenomenon to be la-

belled as “emergent”. First the phenomenon, as usual, requires a group of natu-

ral objects entering in a non-linear relationship and potentially entailing the ex-

istence of various semantic descriptions depending on the human scale of ob-

servation. Second this phenomenon has to be observed by a mechanical ob-

server instead of a human one, which has the natural capacity for temporal 

and/or spatial integration. Finally, for this natural observer to detect and select 

the collective phenomenon, it needs to do so in rewards of the adaptive value 

this phenomenon is responsible for. The necessity for such a teleological cha-

racterization and the presence of natural selection drive us to defend, with many 

authors, the idea that emergent phenomena should only belong to biology. Fol-

lowing a brief philosophical plea, we present a simple and illustrative computer 

thought experiment in which a society of agents evolves a stigmergic collective 

behavior as an outcome of its greater adaptive value. The three ingredients are 

illustrated and discussed within this experimental context. Such an inclusion of 

the mechanical observer and the selection as much natural to which this phe-

nomenon is submitted should underlie the necessary de-subjectivation that 

strengthens any scientific endeavor. I shall finally show why the short paths 

taken by ants colony, the collective flying of birds and the maximum consump-

tion of nutrients by a cellular metabolism are strongly emergent.  

1   Introduction 

“The whole is more than the sum of its parts” is an expression that continues to 

feed vivid debates in many scientific circles. In a recent special issue of the famous 

computer journal “Communications of the ACM”, Tim Berners-Lee, the Web inven-

tor, and his co-authors are joining the “emergent fanatics” by arguing for a still to be 

invented science of the Web largely inspired by system biology. They claim “a large-

scale system may have emergent properties not predictable by analyzing micro tech-

nical and/or social effects” [16]. The scale-free topology of the Web [3] is presented 

as one of these emergent properties. While these days, every scientist would agree 

that the two scientific observers seen in figure 1 (let’s call them Mic Jim – the micro 

observer and Mac Jim – the macro observer) observing the same collective phenome-



non but at different spatial and temporal scales are required (for instance, Mic Jim 

sees and knows the updating rules of the cellular automata game of life while Mac 

Jim only sees the “glider” moving [25]) to qualify a phenomenon as emergent, the 

heart of the disagreement rests on the status of Mac Jim. What is his role, his “raison 

d’être”? Does his observation testify of any outside reality, or does it simply boil 

down to an epistemic facility, a mental compression, summarizing what really hap-

pens outside when observing the phenomenon longer and/or at a broader scale. There 

are many good reasons for such a mental compression. It may help to describe and to 

communicate anything relevant about the observed pattern in a much more direct and 

clear way. It may facilitate the formal description of the pattern at one level up where 

this phenomenon needs to be integrated with others. For instance, it is well known 

that temperature or entropy are macro-scale physics variables that help to characterize 

the evolution of the whole system, like when stating: “the temperature is constant” or 

“the entropy increases”. It also makes possible the simple expression of physical law 

such as S=Q/T or PV=nRT, summarizing much more complex underlying pheno-

mena and making possible the variables causal interrelation (for instance, the more 

agitated the particles are the greater pressure they do exert on the walls).  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: Mic Jim and Mac Jim observing the same phenomenon but at different spatial scale. 

 

In the case of the epistemic facility, Mac Jim’s status is considerably weakened 

since everything he sees and describes can be completely anticipated and fully recov-

ered by Mic Jim, as a result of some spatial and temporal integration. Mic Jim takes 

the scientific leadership; he is the only one to have a complete and faithful under-

standing of the phenomenon, he can perfectly explain what is seen by his colleague 

but not the other way round. He could analytically integrate the behavior of the micro 

objects in space or time or, more generally (in the case of nonlinear interaction), subs-

titute this integration by a software numerical one to recover his macro observation. 

Reductionism wins, the truth is underneath, and it is the only way good science 

should progress. Although two Nobel prices of physics [1][20] have intensively advo-

cate the need for physicists to better account for emergent phenomena, it is not clear 

at all how they do depart from the classical scientific reductionism and the consequent 

adoption of the restricted epistemic version of emergentism. Convincing arguments 

really lack for perceiving in emergence, as they claim, the source of a new paradig-

matic shift in physics. No astronomer would ever say that the elliptic planet trajectory 



is emergent although it really depends on the gravitational interaction of many celes-

tial objects. However all the parameters of the ellipse are ground into the Newtonian 

gravitational forces. Just integrate the movement in time and the ellipse appears. 

Physics might not be the most appropriate intellectual territory to give emergence the 

most scientific i.e. ontological and objective “id card”.  

 

Although certain authors [4, 5, 19] insist in keeping separated a weak version of 

emergence (epistemic) from a strong one (ontological), so as to stress what is really 

needed for the strong one, only worth of interest, there should be no reason for the 

weak one to deserve any further attention. Again in physics, the queen of science, 

Mac Jim, when watching the glider in the game of life, behaves in the same classical 

way as when observing an increase of entropy in an isolated system or the ellipses 

which planets draw in the sky. An entropy or a temperature increase appears to be 

more than the sum of particles, randomly and furiously agitated, but physics rightly 

says it is not. The planet ellipses seem to be more than the gravitation force combined 

to the planet inertial original velocity but physics, once again, rightly says it is not. So 

enough with the weak version of emergence which is nowhere innovating with re-

spect to the scientific daily activity consisting in identifying macro-variables and 

connecting them by mathematical laws in order to predict the behavior of the system 

under study. Now, what about the strong one ? The only  remaining “emergence” to 

care for, while remaining completely waterproof to mysticism, dualism or vitalism ? 

When John Searle argues that the secret of consciousness lies in the emergent proper-

ties of the brain just like liquidity out of water molecules, but is not reducible to it, he 

is either contradictory or adheres to the old fashioned dualism [28]. Indeed, liquidity 

can be predicted all the way down to the properties of water molecules whereas the 

subjective character of consciousness is out of reach by the neuroscience reductionist 

trends. The everlasting mind/body problem has nothing to gain from a better and 

stronger characterization of emergence. Consciousness is not to neurons what liquidi-

ty is to water molecules but rather remains as elusive as the transformation of water 

into wine alluding to one of those fantasies whose religion has the secret.  

 

This paper defends that a key move needed to restitute its ontological status to 

emergence is to substitute Mac Jim by a natural (mechanical) double of it. Science 

strengthens by more and more discarding the part played by human observation in the 

characterization of the observed phenomenon. This is an epistemological crusade that, 

for instance, many philosophers of science have already undertaken for de-

subjectivating quantum mechanics (hidden variables is one possibility, parallel un-

iverses is another). A similar process for the concept of emergence should turn out to 

be less challenging since none emergent phenomenon really violates common sense 

like quantum effects do. For the natural observer to detect a natural collective pheno-

menon, it needs to be selected for in rewards of its adaptive value. Since the only 

adaptation-based selection filter that science authorizes is the Darwinian one, it justi-

fies why I believe in this paper (with others [9] [14]  [18] to be reviewed later) that 

biology only and its theory of natural selection can make an emergent phenomenon to 

exist without any Mac Jim to detect it. Rather he is substituted by a part of the sur-

rounding environment into which the phenomenon unfolds. Like convincingly argued 

in [4], emergent must always be conceived as a relational concept, in which some-



thing always emerges for something else. Finally, like famously stated by the genetic-

ist Dobzhansky: “In biology nothing makes sense except in the light of evolution” and 

this is similarly true for emergence. A phenomenon will finally emerge in a system 

once observed and detected by a “integrating” mechanical observer for the adaptive 

capability it provides this system with. In the rest of the paper, I defend this idea and 

provide a simple illustration of it, through a robotic swarm experiments performed in 

my lab and a computational experiment of how and why stigmergy evolves in  socie-

ties of very elementary agents.  

2   The biological three key ingredients of emergence 

     The picture below (figure 2) is taken from the European Swarm-bots project, 

which is being coordinated in my laboratory [15]. Largely inspired by the capacity of 

some insect species (such as ants) to assemble in order to accomplish tasks that none 

of them, alone, is able to accomplish, this project is about small elementary robots 

that connect together to do as well. For instance, in the picture, you can see two robots 

that together and assembled can pass over a gap that would make any of them fall 

down if trying alone. One could be attempted to claim that “passing over that gap” is 

an emergent behavior since it requires a group of robots. However, being enginee-

rized as it is right now, we consider this not to be the case, since a human observer 

and engineer is required to plan, hand-code this behavior and to organize the pieces 

together (here the robots) so as to achieve it. A car or an airplane, although rather 

complex machines, are nothing as emergent since engineering is top-down while 

biology is bottom-up. As Dawkins metaphorically stated in response to the creation-

ists of the 18th century, the watchmaker is blind in biology. However, I’d like to claim 

that the genuine biological phenomenon (the ants colony for instance), which inspires 

this engineering version, really is emergent. It is so because of two reasons. First any 

emergent phenomenon needs a natural observer able to integrate in space and time 

this phenomenon. Here, and as surprising as it could seem, this role is endorsed by the 

gap, which “observes” and “makes sense” of the phenomenon. The gap is indeed a 

kind of space integrator since it can distinguish the case of one robot from the case of 

two robots. Again, we agree with Yaneer Bar Yam [4] that any definition of emer-

gence requires the presence of two complementary realities: the emerging phenome-

non and an environment the phenomenon emerges for, here this role being played by 

the “gap”. However, we feel more uncomfortable with the best example of emergence 

he proposes, as a string of bits including the “parity” one which constraints the other 

bits. This trick is used to detect errors in transfer of bits, but I really see too much of a 

“top-down” and engineering favor in his favorite example. If it is true that the “parity” 

bit acts as an observer of the remaining bits, only the human engineer endorses this 

final bit with the crucial role it is supposed to play. 

 

 



 
 

Fig. 2: Two robots passing over a gap  

 

 
 
Fig. 3: The three needed ingredients for a collective phenomenon to be qualified as emergent. 

 

The second required ingredient for a phenomenon to be qualified as emergent jus-

tifies why and within which non-human context the mechanical observer detects and 

makes sense of this phenomenon. In biology, natural selection is at play. The observer 

detects and selects the phenomenon because it provides the system in which this phe-

nomenon is manifest with adaptive capability, often a more economical or robust way 

to accomplish some task. Here, the insects have to pass over the gap since falling 

down will simply kill them. The couple “gap/dead” (here the contextual instances of 

the mechanical observer and natural selection) is indispensable to justify why the 

insects do assemble. Without it, this collective behavior is meaningless.  Obviously, 

no engineer would appreciate a similar destiny for its robots even if, as a reminiscence 

of real emergence, some evolutionary algorithms applied on a simulation of the robots 

(simulated robots don’t break) often help them to realize the collective task. As figure 

3 illustrates, the emergence I defend appears at the crossroad of these three key epis-



temological ingredients: the collective phenomenon per se, the mechanical observer 

and natural selection. Any of them misses and the whole idea collapses, bringing back 

emergence to a weak and no longer original version of it.   

 

I already had the opportunity in previous publications [6] to recognize my intellec-

tual debt to authors like Jim Crutchfield [10,11] and Peter Cariani [8] in my way of 

naturalizing Mac Jim. The addition of natural selection in the whole picture goes in 

line with Maynard Smith and Szathmary’s concept of “evolutionary major transi-

tions” [22] and Peter Corning’s “synergism hypothesis [9]. This later defends the idea 

that “synergistic effects of various kinds have played a major causal role in the evolu-

tionary process, for essentially the functional payoff (mainly in economical terms) 

these effects were responsible for”. Indeed biology is a science located somewhere 

between physics, by the use of “proximate causes” to objectively describe the collec-

tive phenomenon, and engineering, by the use of “ultimate causes” to endorse this 

same phenomenon with an adapted functional role.  

3   The emergence of shorter paths in insect societies 

Let’s illustrate the three ingredients previously introduced by the following simula-

tion. It is inspired by the ants colonies stigmergic strategy: the selection among many 

paths of the shortest one in order to link resource locations [12]. In substance, we aim 

at answering this simple basic question: "Why did ants once decide to communicate 

by laying down some signal (in the case of ants, it is called pheromones) along their 

way? Which observer once decided that this could be a very effective communication 

strategy? In the following, I describe the developed simulation in order to answer that 

question. On a bidimensional grid with periodical boundary conditions, a set of cells 

contains three possible items: an agent (for instance, an ant), a quantity of resources 

(food, for instance) and a quantity of signals (some pheromones). Each agent is cha-

racterized by a further positive quantity called its "vital energy". The agent is alive as 

long as its "vital energy" does not fall down to zero. If this energy vanishes to zero, 

the agent dies and disappears from the simulated environment. The quantity of re-

sources in a cell stochastically varies with time. This stochastic variation represents 

different hardness of the environment. Resources are food for agents. Agents have to 

"consume" some resources to increase their "vital energy" and survive. Depending on 

the value of its "vital energy", an agent can be either "hungry" or "not hungry". With 

respect to its state, the agent can react differently. In the case of the presence of re-

sources, the sated agent can decide not to consume.  

 

A signal is the third possible item a cell can contain. The strength of this signal is 

represented by a positive quantity which can be increased by agents. With time, this 

quantity is decreased by a natural and exponential decay. When the agent deposits 

some signal in its cells, the signal quantity increases by a fixed amount. The behavior 

of an agent depends on its genotype. This genotype is evolved in time by means of a 

Genetic Algorithm. This genotype is divided in two parts: the "hungry" and "not hun-

gry" parts. Each part is composed of a same number of genes. The allele of a gene 



codes a possible behavior. The locus of a gene corresponds to a possible state of an 

agent. The state of an agent is defined by its "vital energy" and the items contained in 

its four-cells Von Neumann neighborhood. With respect to this state, the agent acts 

following the behavior coded in the corresponding gene. Six possible behaviors have 

been defined. They are:  

 

1) "don't do anything",  

2) "randomly move to one of the four neighborhood cells",  

3) "consume a resource",  

4) "go to a neighboring cell that contains a resource",  

5) "deposit a signal in the cell", and  

6) "move in a neighboring cell selected as a function of the  

signal contained in the cells".  

 

Obviously, some actions are impossible in certain states. The possible actions are 

conditioned by the current state of the agent. For instance, an agent can consume 

resources only if its current cell contains resources. It can move to a neighboring cell 

with resources only if such a cell effectively exits. It can move in a selected neighbor-

ing cell only if the signals distribution in these cells make that possible, i.e.  

if one of these cells have the greatest or the smallest quantity of such signals. They are 

6 possible cases of the signals distribution among the agent's cell and the four neigh-

boring cells:  

 

1. complete uniformity of the signal quantity among the five cells 

2. signal quantity in the agent’s cell greater than the signal quantity in the neigh-

boring cells 

3. signal quantity in the agent’s cell equal to the greatest signal quantity in the 

neighboring cells 

4. signal quantity in the agent’s cell in between the greatest and the smallest 

quantity in the neighboring cells 

5. signal quantity in the agent’s cell equal to the smallest signal quantity in the 

neighboring cell, and  

6. signal quantity in the agent’s cell smaller than the signal quantity present in 

the neighboring cells.  

 

The genotype of the agent includes then 2 x 8 genes: "hungry" and "not hungry" 

parts and in both cases: resource, not-resource, plus all the 6 cases just described. 

With respect to its locus (corresponding to a state of the agent), each gene provides a 

different number of alleles (corresponding to an action of the agent). The size of the 

search space is rather huge, about 1011 possible behavioral patterns. At each time step 

of the simulation, the situation of all cells is synchronously updated and the action of 

each agent selected as a deterministic function of its current state ("vital energy", 

surrounding signals and resources). Every action of an agent entails a lost of "vital 

energy" depending on the precise action. Even doing nothing is costly. Obviously, the 

viability of an agent depends on its capacity to rapidly and economically find availa-

ble resources to be consumed during the time of the simulation. After a simulation, 

the best alive agents are kept and evolved. Simulations are the way to evaluate geno-



type. We consider two kinds of simulation. A first one includes a set of homogeneous 

agents: they all share an identical chromosome. A second one includes a set of hete-

rogeneous agents: they can have different chromosomes.  

 

The evolution of agents' genotypes proceeds as follows. For each run, a population 

of twenty agents is generated and simulated during twenty thousand time steps. For 

the homogeneous case, each chromosome is the same in the twenty agents which are 

simulated. The fitness of an agent is given by the value of its "vital energy" at the end 

of a run. In the homogenous case, the fitness of the chromosome is defined by the 

average over the twenty agents' fitness. The used genetic operators are very classical. 

The five best agents are selected. They are exactly copied in the next generated popu-

lation. From them, fifteen children are created following a uniform crossover and a 

gene mutation.  

 

The homogeneous case is the simplest to understand. Which unique behavioral pat-

tern allows the set of agents to live longer in average? We were rather satisfied to 

discover that the behavior consisting in 1) after the consumption of a resource, depo-

siting a signal all along the way together with 2) in the absence of any resource, fol-

lowing the signal gradient, turned out to be the fittest and the most stable chromosome 

through the GA generations. A snapshot of the simulation obtained with the "best" 

chromosome is shown in figure 4, where the fittest strategy can be clearly seen and 

understood, discovering the signals left by the agents around the resources. The hete-

rogeneous case pushed further the evolution principles. In this case, each agent with 

different chromosome has to struggle for life. A direct competition between each 

represented chromosome is at play. Indeed, the resources are not inexhaustible. If an 

agent does not have a competitive behavior, and even if it can find resources, the 

resources will be quickly consumed by fitter agents. Signals could be used by defec-

tors, and altruistic agents would not be rewarded. In fact, the exploitation of signals is 

both a selfish and collaborative behavior. The agent which deposits and smells signals 

bounds its research of resources in the whole environment. The probability to find 

again a source of resources is then increased. By selection pressure, this behavior is 

transmitted to some children. A nearly homogeneous sub-population is then obtained 

such as in the homogeneous case. One can clearly see the signal trace and above all 

this collective cooperative strategy which really and "strongly emerges" as the result 

of the Darwinian competition.  

 



 
 

 
Fig.4  Snapshot of the simulation. “R” indicates a resource, “A” an agent and the grey trace is 

the signal left by the agents around the resources. 

 

Therefore, here the role of the “mechanical observer” is being played by the vital 

energy measuring device which integrates in time the collective effect of the agents. 

Indeed, the presence of the signal and this stigmergic cooperation among the agents is 

responsible for the reduction in length of the paths and thus in the energy to be con-

sumed to reach the resources. As required in the previous sections, the three ingre-

dients are all present to attribute the "emergent" qualification to this stigmergic, sig-

nal-based and cooperative behavior.  Figure 5 shows the fitness of the best behavior in 

the homogeneous case. It is hard to really distinguish among many other well fitted 

behaviors such as, for instance, “don’t move at all”, which can be rewarding in some 

cases. Figure 6 is the frequency of appearance of the actions “deposit signal” as the 

evolutionary algorithm progresses and successive generations of agents are evaluated 

(in the heterogeneous case). We can see how this action stabilizes in time, an even 

better indication of its adaptive value.  



 
Fig. 5: The fitness value is plotted as a function of the different behavioral patterns in the ho-

mogeneous case. The best behavior is slightly better than the others. At the 40th generation, a 

“deposit + smell signal” behavior appears and turns out to be slightly better than the other 

behaviors in previous generations. This behavior remains stable during the next evolved gen-

erations.  



 
 

 

Fig. 6:  This figure plots the use frequency of the action “deposit signal” as evolution 

progresses in time. In the case of heterogeneous multi-agents system. After about the fiftieth 

generation, the “deposit signal” action is always used by the best agents. 
 

In a recent book and its chapter entitled “social gene” [21], the biologist W. Loo-

mis relates a very similar phenomenon occurring in an even simpler bacteria called 

“Distyostelium discoideum” which is “one of the simplest social system and yet 

present a wealth of social genes”. If food lacks in the environment of these bacteria, 

each of them express genes for releasing the molecules cAMP (the equivalent of our 

previous signal) and also to produce the surface receptor of cAMP. When any cell 

starts releasing cAMP, surrounding cells respond by moving toward the area where 

there are the most cells and the concentration is the highest. Once assembled, this 

novel organism, composed of previous bacteria, can initiate a moving behavior, im-

possible before, to reach locations with more food.  

4   Emergence in an operational context 

Three very practical uses of my vision of what is emergence can be spotted both in 

the science of complex systems and in the development of efficient optimization algo-

rithms. Regarding complex systems study, one of the most active field of physics, 

emergence is often weakly and uninterestingly claimed to label what collectively 

happens in the system. For instance, in the analysis of bird flocks, the V shape done 



collectively by the birds is nowhere reflected in any single bird. Each bird behavior is 

based on very simple rules function of its position relative to nearby birds. In the 

original algorithm of Reynolds called “boids” [26], the behavior of every bird obeys 

three simple rules such as: “avoid flying too close to the neighbors”, “copy near 

neighbors”, “move towards center of perceived neighbors” and thus a stunning variety 

of sophisticated collective patterns are explained to emerge out these rules. Some 

sociologists are so impressed by this alleged emergence to claim that this type of 

observation should give rise to a new trends of sociological studies [27]. Physicists try 

to model these flocking behaviors by adjusting the rules and their encoding parame-

ters to what they experimentally observe on real birds. Again, I suspect that by match-

ing those rules to the physical reality, and however successful they are, they still miss 

a key part of the story - that those rules really emerge under the filtering of natural 

selection - providing the birds which follow them with some adaptive advantages 

such as avoiding predation or saving flying energy. Another possible research proto-

col to uncover the right rules and the right parameters that define these rules, could be 

to simulate the birds in a given realistic environment, including predators, weather 

and other environmental aspects these simulated birds are sensible to, and then to 

optimize some cost functions taking account energy saving and success in escaping 

predation.  

 

Another operational context is the today very popular study of cellular metabolic 

flux [23]. The molecular components involved in these studies and the reactions that 

connect them are described in a stoichiometric matrix. Thus, the null space of this 

matrix is computed in order to identify the equilibrium fluxes that best described the 

function of the metabolism. However, again this is far from enough. In order to really 

distinguish the most important reactions (since each reaction is catalyzed by a enzyme 

coded by a given gene, experimentalist can turn off the gene to evaluate the quality of 

their understanding) and the most important local fluxes, they need to graft on the 

whole study a optimization process whose presence mimics natural selection. For 

instance, some key metabolites should see their concentration maximized by the reac-

tion network. Only by means of this optimization addition can the structure and the 

function of this metabolic network be fully recovered. The simple study of the prox-

imate causes delivers an incomplete understanding of the phenomenon, ultimate caus-

es are required to identify the key genes. As Palsson rightly assesses: “The second 

feature that has to be taken into account in the study of biochemical network is the 

fact that they have a sense of purpose … The fundamental purpose is survival… The 

goal seems to be to maximize ATP production from available resources. Therefore the 

study of objectives, that is, purpose, of biochemical reaction networks becomes a 

relevant and perhaps a central issue”. 

 

Regarding the positive impact of my vision of emergence in an optimization con-

text, the essential part of researches in evolutionary algorithms or any optimization 

algorithm aims at discovering ways to accelerate the search when the problem is cha-

racterized by a huge search space. Many metaheuristics and hybridizing of them are 

invented and compared to travel this search space in the most effective way. One 

alternative approach to face the problem of the dimension of the space is to discover 

clever ways to reduce it, at least during some steps of the search process. It is here 



that my notion of emergence and the very related one of “intrinsic emergence”, origi-

nally inspired by the developments of Crutchfield and Mitchell [10,11] turned out to 

be quite helpful. According to them and as further discussed in [6, 24], a macro-

property which is labeled as “emergent” should supply some mechanical and non-

human observer with additional functionality.  

 
“[…] Pattern formation is insufficient to capture the essential aspect of the 

emergence of coordinated behavior and global information processing… At some 

basic level though, pattern formation must play a role… What is distinctive about 

intrinsic emergence is that the patterns formed confer additional functionality which 

supports global information processing… During intrinsic emergence there is an 

increase in intrinsic computational capability, which can be capitalized on and so 

lends additional functionality. [...]”(Crutchfield [10]) 
 

Indeed, this concept offers an interesting way to code macroscopically the ge-

nome of multi-agents system and, doing so, to reduce temporally the size of the 

search space. This implies a second search process taking place in the “space of ob-

servables” so that the “observables” of the solution space, here the emergent property, 

be also submitted to an evolution process, the same as the one trying to discover the 

best candidate in this solution space. This combination of the two evolutionary 

searches is the core of various enrichments of metaheuristics that I have proposed and 

experimented together with Christophe Philemotte in many famous combinatorial 

optimization problems such as the TSP [24]. For instance, for that very classical prob-

lem, like shown in figure 7, the towns were simply aggregated into regions and the 

metaheuristics applied to this one-level-up search space. The whole problem becomes 

now the discovery of the most appropriate regions and the simultaneous search in the 

two problem spaces but, so far, our experimental results give us many hopes to be 

confident in this extra plug-in for resolving very complex problems. Isn’t that the way 

human also proceeds to resolve complex problems ? To first find a simplified useful 

representation of the problem that renders the solving to follow much more effective.  

 



 

Fig.7 An instance of the TSP problem with 8 cities and different ways to aggregate these cities 

into regions so as to reduce the search space into the new problem of connecting the regions.  

5   Conclusions 

Among others, two biologists [14] [17] are acknowledged for the marriage they 

demand and celebrate between self-organization phenomena coming from physics and 

the natural selection too much influent and systematic in biology. For them, natural 

selection should boil down to an opportunistic parameterization of agents which, 

when interacting in a non-linear way, show a spontaneous tendency for interesting 

and complex collective behavior. They consider that this articulation between the two 

sources of order which are natural selection and physical self-organization has to be 

readjusted in favor of physics. Whatever road to be taken, coming from physics and 

viewing in this exotic natural selection a way to detect and select some of these spon-

taneous collective phenomena or, coming from biology, and viewing in the existence 

of self-organisation the missing explanation behind that kind of complex behaviours 

natural selection alone cannot assume, our emergence in exactly there at the meeting 

point of these two roads.   

 

More recently and even more interestingly, still discussing the concept of emer-

gence, Stuart Kaufmann [18] insists in keeping separated physics from biology in the 

light of the teleological reading which biology imposes and which remains absent 



from physics. Even if you can dissect a heart into the slightest details i.e. down to the 

fluid dynamics Navier-Stokes equations, something will still miss if not taking into 

account the fact that the primary role of the heart is not to make sound but to act as a 

blood pump. The collective behavior of all the parts that constitute a heart has been 

selected for its fundamental successful role in pumping blood.  

 

I have insisted in this paper on naturalizing Mac Jim, the macro observer, or substi-

tuting him by a “natural double”, in order to reinforce the status of emergence. How-

ever, Mac Jim, as a human, still exists and, although completely eclipsed by Mic Jim 

and the way he understands the observed phenomenon, we might still try to explain 

and justify his existence and to conciliate in part the weak (i.e. the epistemic emer-

gence) and the stronger form of emergence (that I made here dependent on natural 

selection). There are two ways. The first is obvious and not so appealing. Something 

can be interested both in the “eyes” of natural selection and in the human eyes. Short 

paths are beneficial for the viability of insects but can also easily be detected by hu-

man observer. Notice that the visual salience does not always go hand in hand with 

any adaptive value. Glider or planet ellipses are interesting in their own right or sur-

prising to the eyes but don’t see themselves enriched with any adaptive value. On the 

other hand, some interesting biological collective behavior like network effects of 

gene or proteins (the robustness, the small-word [3]) endorsed with adaptive advan-

tages and so emergent are hardly accessible to the human eyes.  

 

However a much more promising second way to explain why Mac Jim describes a 

collective phenomenon in a new and simpler way, reconciling so doing the weak and 

strong emergence, is to accept human perceptive apparatus as being calibrated by 

natural selection. Not only natural selection makes our cognition eager to abstract the 

outside world in space and time but, even more, some authors insist in explaining the 

filtering mechanism of neural processes in Darwinian terms [7, 13]. The simple in-

stantaneous process of perception and the learning in life time to perceive in a more 

adapted way are akin to a selectionist mechanism.  The synaptic plasticity contribut-

ing to favor one neural pattern rather than another one in response to a stimulus can 

be interpreted in the Darwinian light. The strong version which requires the presence 

of a mechanical observer calibrated by natural selection slips into the weak one if the 

human we firmly try to discard turns out at last to be this same very well adapted 

mechanical observer.   
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